Most Flexible, Most Reliable, Smartest AVL & MRM Solutions in the Market

Bring your own device telematics to support in-vehicle hardware, handheld devices and sensor connectivity for MRM and mobile workforce systems.

Cellular  Radios  Satellite  IoT  BYOD
CompassCom also brings to your solution, the integration capability of several devices and components deployed for the internet of things, or IoT, allowing the development of a rich system interrelating computing, mechanical and digital devices components of operation. Thus, CompassCom is an MRM that evolves with your operation always responding for the complete status of each part of your workflow and producing a knowledge base that increases the value of your business.

**Bring your own Device! Sensors, Actuators, Meters**

*Telematic Bundles*

Low cost vehicle hardware, wireless and installation bundles are available to match the equipment to your workflow to ensure the best solution available at the lowest cost.

*CompassTracker* app enables the tracking of most any commercial cellular device. The *CompassTracker* downloaded on your smartphone or tablet enables location and status of the device to be connected to the CompassCom MRM solution. The total operational picture with real-time tracking of smartphones, tablets, vehicles and high value assets in one solution.

Already with CompassCom